This research deals with computational modelling of non-reactive and reactive turbulent spray processes. The spray process is modelled using the Euler Eulerian multiphase approach together with a size-of-classes model where the discrete phase is considered as continuum and divided into sub-classes. The combustion process is modelled by taking into account chemical kinetics and solving homogeneous gas phase reactions. The combustion model is implemented into a commercial computational fluid dynamics code, and used in combination with previously validated spray sub-models. Several non-reactive cases are modelled by comparing the fuel spatial and temporal development to the available experimental data. The modelled results show excellent agreement for fuel penetration and mixture distributions. Furthermore, the developed method is validated by modelling reactive spray processes within constant volume vessel, and by comparing results to the Engine combustion network experimental data. The vessel conditions correspond well to diesel-like conditions in terms of gas residuals, pressure and temperature. Finally, the given results show a good agreement for the lift-off length and the ignition delay trends compared to the experimental data, but a slight discrepancy in the combustion process occurrence is observed.
Introduction
As a result of better fuel-energy conversion compared to spark ignition engines [1] , diesel engines have greater popularity on the transportation vehicle market. Their overall efficiency in terms of fuel consumption and pollutant emissions is highly dependent upon the fuel-air mixing which is strongly influenced by fuel atomisation and evaporation processes. The European Union promotes usage of different fuels for powering transportation vehicles [2] . Therefore, in order to remain the most used vehicle powering system, diesel engines must meet higher efficiency standards which can be achieved through their constant development [3] . Modern development methods combine experimental research with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools which offer a costeffective approach. The prerequisite for their reliable use is model accuracy achieved through the validation processes. In CFD modelling of diesel fuel combustion processes, the predictive spray model capabilities play the most important role [4] . Due to that fact, many researchers have invested their time in development of various spray modelling approaches.
In this research two modelling approaches for solving multiphase flows are mentioned: the Euler Eulerian (EE) and the Euler Lagrangian (EL) approach. The EL approach is the most widely used approach for engineering applications, but it suffers from several disadvantages as described in [5] [6] . This approach is not able to adequately capture mass, momentum and energy inter-phase exchange in regions where the liquid void fraction dominates, i.e. the near nozzle region. To overcome the disadvantages of the EL approach, the EE modelling approach can be utilised. It provides a more reliable description of the physical processes in the nozzle vicinity. The EE approach represents a two-continuum flow description that can be further extended to a multicontinuum method dividing the dispersed phase into classes. The Eulerian conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy are solved for all classes, and the phase coupling is achieved through modelling of interphase exchange terms.
In Compression Ignition (IC) engines, the spray is formed due to high-pressure fuel injection through a small diameter nozzle. The liquid jet flows into the engine cylinder possessing a high momentum. This causes fuel jet disintegration into unstable ligaments and different sized droplets.
In general, a spray can be divided into three different regimes: the dense, dilute and very dilute regime, depending on the concentration of the liquid phase. In the dense spray region, the liquid core disintegrates owing to turbulence induced forces and growing surface instabilities -this process is referred as the liquid jet primary atomisation. Such produced droplets are further influenced by relative inter-phase velocities and instabilities acting on the droplet surface. As a result, even smaller droplets are created -this process is called secondary atomisation process. It is essential to reliably model the spray process, since the IC engine combustion performance and emission formation are mainly influenced by the liquid fuel atomisation and the fuel-air mixing processes.
Reactive turbulent spray processes have been modelled by many authors employing various numerical approaches, such as eddy dissipation model, flamelet models, PDF method, detailed reaction mechanisms, etc. The use of the Eddy Dissipation Concept Model (EDC) was presented in [7] , whilst combustion of diluted methanol and ethanol sprays was shown in [8] [9] [10] . The investigation to account for the influence of turbulence and nozzle geometry on spray combustion was performed in [11] [12] . Furthermore, the influence of fuel injection timing on pollutant emission formation was shown in [13] , whilst the prediction of NO and soot trends for various combustion parameters was shown in [14] .
The modelling of reactive sprays by employing the EE approach was researched in the recent period, and a summary of relevant publications is briefly discussed. A diluted spray combustion process was modelled by employing the eddy breakup model, and results were presented in [15] .
The PDF-Chemical equilibrium combustion model, without discretisation of the liquid phase, was presented in [16] [17] . To avoid the difficulties of modelling the near nozzle region, a model for a turbulent inflow boundary condition located downstream was presented in [18] . The diluted spray combustion was modelled by employing the tabulated chemistry approach in [19] , whilst combustion of mono-dispersed sprays was researched in [20] . The authors highlighted the influence of the dispersed phase on the flame propagation. Furthermore, the importance of polydispersed sprays on the combustion process was shown in [21] .
From the given literature review it can be concluded that the EE approach extended to a multicontinuum model has not been extensively tested on its ability to capture highly turbulent spray and combustion processes. The main objective of this research was to develop a new computational method capable to model the combustion process of poly-dispersed sprays. The presented method is suitable for modelling of multiphase reactive flows, and it can be utilized for modelling the processes occurring in dense spray region. The given results imply that the developed method is adequate for prediction of atomisation, collision, evaporation, and combustion processes.
The Engine Combustion Network (ECN) experimental data [22] of fuel injection with noncavitating nozzle flow conditions were used for validation of the developed method. ECN is a worldwide group of institutions that perform both, experimental and numerical research. Their ultimate goal is to enrich the knowledge of spray and combustion processes at IC engine-relevant conditions. As a result of their work, a large set of experimental data was generated.
The paper is structured as follows: initially, the description of the developed method for modelling reactive sprays is presented in Section 'Mathematical model'. The used ECN experimental data and the numerical setup are described in Section 'Method plausibility, experimental data and numerical setup'. The comprehensive validation of the developed method is presented in Section 'Results and discussion'. Next, the liquid and vapour penetration, mixture radial and spatial evolution, Lift-Off Length (LOL), Ignition Delay (ID), pressure rise, and Rate of Heat Release (ROHR) were investigated for different diesel-like conditions. Finally, the research conclusions are drawn in Section 'Conclusions'.
Mathematical model
RANS based numerical simulations of the spray and combustion processes were performed. The EE size-of-classes model was used for modelling the highly turbulent spray behaviour. In this approach both the liquid and the gas phases are treated as interpenetrating continua defined by their volume fraction. The liquid phase is further divided into n classes according to the droplet diameter sorted in ascending manner. The first class is always defined as gas phase consisting of the contributing gas species. The classes from 2 to n-1 are the droplet classes, whilst the last class n is defined as a bulk liquid class with a diameter corresponding to the nozzle hole diameter. For each Eulerian class a separate set of conservation equations is solved, Equations (1), (2) and (3) [23]. The accuracy of the spray description depends on the number of classes. A higher number of droplet classes leads to a better resolution of the droplet size distribution function, but also to higher computational effort.
EE approach size-of-classes model
Employing the EE approach size-of-classes model a finite number of classes has to be defined together with the sources for the inter-phase exchange. The terms on the left-hand side of the conservation equations determine the property rate of change and the convective transport for class k. Terms kl, Mkl and Hkl on the right-hand side are the modelled interfacial terms for mass, momentum and enthalpy exchange. Equation (4) represents the volume fraction compatibility condition that must be fulfilled in order to achieve property conservation.
In Equations (1) (2) (3) (4) 
A certain mass from the bulk liquid class n is transferred towards the droplet classes due to the primary breakup process. This process is modelled according to the "diesel core injection" model [24] which considers two independent mechanisms, aerodynamic surface wave growth and turbulence caused stresses. Index k in the modelled primary atomisation source term stands for the bulk liquid class, whilst index l stands for the target droplet class. To describe the droplet secondary atomisation process the common WAVE model is employed [25] . The source term arising from the secondary breakup process is used to model the mass transfer between droplet classes indexed with k and l, where index k has the maximum value of n-1 and the minimum value of 2. This process is a one-way process which results in a mass shift from classes characterized with bigger diameter towards droplet classes with smaller diameter. It is a consequence of aerodynamic forces, acting on the droplet surface, and surface instabilities. Term ΓC,kl in Equation (5) stands for the mass source arising from droplet collisions. In this research, the collision process is modelled using the stochastic O'Rourke collision model [26] which was adopted for the EE approach [27] . The collision process is considered between different droplet classes with two possible outcomes, coalescence or no-collision outcome. The validation and parameterisation of the primary and secondary atomisation models have been presented in our previous work [28] ,
where a detailed spray model validation is shown. The last term in Equation (5) stands for the mass shift due to the droplet evaporation process. It is modelled according to the Abramzon-Sirignano model [29] , and the evaporated mass is transferred from all classes denoting from 2-n towards the gas phase.
During high-pressure fuel injection, the liquid jet disintegrates into relatively small droplets which tend to evaporate due to the elevated temperature conditions. The mass of the evaporated fuel enters the gas phase, and therefore, it is necessary to solve additional transport equations for all chemical species, as presented in Equation (6) source modelled by taking into account the species reaction rate and its molar mass.
Combustion modelling
The combustion process was modelled by using detailed chemistry kinetics. With such approach, a higher modelling accuracy is achieved, but compared to the commonly used combustion models the computational effort is increased. The source terms of the species transport equations and the gas phase enthalpy transport equation are determined by the reaction rates. To evaluate these reaction rates the internal chemistry interpreter of FIRE ® was used [24] . It is based on the same theory which is implemented within the CHEMKIN library [30] . At the beginning of every time step in each computational cell a 0D reactor model is called. Based on the local flow field properties, additional terms in the transport equations are modelled, denoted by terms Hcomb and i Y . The expressions for enthalpy and species source terms are shown in Equation (7) and (8) is the reference temperature.
The exact chemistry of diesel fuels is hardly known and therefore a surrogate fuel mechanisms are commonly used. In this research, for modelling the n-heptane combustion process, the skeletal chemistry mechanism [31] covering 68 species and 283 chemical reactions is used. For modelling the n-dodecane combustion process another chemistry mechanism accounting for 106 chemical species and 420 chemical reactions is employed [32] .
3. Method plausibility, experimental data and numerical setup
Method plausibility
The plausibility tests were performed by modelling the combustion process in a cuboid shaped constant volume reactor discretized with 2050 hexahedral control volumes. The domain boundary surfaces were defined as constant temperature impermeable wall boundary condition. The domain was filled with a gas mixture (99.95% vol.) consisting of 24% O2 and 76% N2 (mass), whilst the rest of the volume was occupied by n-heptane fuel in liquid form. The initial gas temperature and pressure conditions were set to 1200 K and 2 MPa respectively, the fuel temperature was initialised with 323 K, and a quiescent environment was assumed. For the plausibility tests three Eulerian classes were defined, one for the gas phase and two droplet classes with diameters equal to 10 and 20 µm. The Abramzon-Sirignano evaporation model was used to model the droplet evaporation process. It should be mentioned that the exact evaporation rate, species concentration or temperature values were not of primary interest in this part of research. Instead, the overall system behaviour was observed.
The fuel droplets initialised within the reactor domain are subject to evaporation due to the elevated temperature conditions within the reactor. The concentration of fuel vapour rises according to the rules of the evaporation model and the reactor mean temperature decreases, as seen in Figure 2 .
The vaporised fuel reacts with the surrounding oxygen leading to a rapid heat release, temperature increase and production/destruction of certain species. When the reactant species are consumed the combustion process stops, the gas temperature reaches a "stationary" value, and the heat release from the chemical reactions is finished. The plausibility tests confirmed the correct implementation and the reasonable physical behaviour of the developed method. In the first column of Table 1 , the individual case titles are given. For the n-heptane spray modelling a computational mesh consisting of 11000 control volumes was used, whilst for the ndodecane spray, a mesh with 8900 volumes was employed. The difference in the mesh size results from different nozzle-hole diameters. Both meshes were designed two-dimensional (2D) and axisymmetric, extending from 0 to 108 mm in axial direction and from 0 to 54 mm in radial direction. By using 2D computational meshes the computational time was significantly reduced.
It is known that cavitation, nozzle geometry, and the motion of the injector needle have a direct impact on the spray development. In this research the normal velocity boundary condition calculated from the measured rate of the injection curve was applied. The influence of the inhomogeneous velocity distribution at the nozzle orifice and the influence of cavitation effects have been neglected. This is reasonable since the fuel injector was designed to suppress the cavitation process. The turbulence generated within the injector was taken into account by defining the mean k and ε values on the fuel inlet selection, where k stands for the turbulent kinetic energy and ε stands for the turbulent dissipation rate. For both meshes the nozzle inlet hole was refined with 5 faces over the nozzle radius, which yielded a smallest cell size of 10 µm for the n-heptane cases. The symmetry boundary condition was applied on the lateral surfaces, and the meshes were refined towards the spray inlet and the spray axis. The CVV and nozzle walls were defined as nonpermeable wall boundary conditions with constant temperature, as recorded in the experimental research. In Figure 3 the boundaries for the n-heptane sprays are shown, and the same methodology was applied for the n-dodecane spray modelling. 
Results and Discussion

Non-reactive spray modelling
In order to tune the spray sub-model coefficients several non-reactive spray processes were modelled. For reliable modelling of IC engines combustion process, it is important to correctly describe the spray temporal and spatial development. In this research, the fuel penetration and mixing process were compared to the available experimental data, where the fuel penetration was defined through the spray mass threshold values [22] . The liquid penetration was defined as the furthest distance of the liquid phase where the spray mass accounted 90% of total liquid mass (a threshold value of 95% was defined for the gas phase).
N-heptane fuel injection
The comparison of modelled and measured data [35] [36] for the fuel penetration is shown on the left-hand side of Figure 4 , where a good agreement can be observed. The spray tip penetration curve is over-predicted in the initial stage, but at developed spray state it is correctly described. The modelled vapour cloud penetration is in good agreement with the experimental data at the early stage of injection, as it is visible by comparing the yellow contour extracted from the averaged experimental images. In the later stages, a slight underestimation of the mixture penetration is noticeable, which corresponds well to the penetration results shown in Figure 4 . The underestimated vapour penetration may be addressed to the overrated atomisation process as a result of the used spray sub-model parameters. With too intensive break-up many small droplets are created which cause too strong gas entrainment, and this leads consequently to smaller vapour penetrations. A further reason could be an overestimation of the turbulent viscosity from the applied eddy viscosity model, which causes also overestimated gas entrainment. In general, dispersed droplets or particles damp the turbulent fluctuations in the carrier gas. This effect was not modelled in the presented study.
The comparison of modelled and ensemble-averaged mean mixture temperature fields computed by using adiabatic mixing relationships for three different time steps is shown in Figure 6 . A low temperature caused by the injected liquid fuel is noticeable in the region near the injection axis, whilst a higher temperature is visible at the periphery of the spray cloud. At later stages, higher temperatures are noticeable due to the heat transferred from the surrounding gas mixture. It is important to mention that the available experimental data are recorded from lateral positions, and therefore they represent the spray surface, whilst the modelled results are shown for the spray middle cross section. Figure 6 Averaged temperature field for case n-heptane_0%O2
N-dodecane fuel injection
For further validation of the developed method, the non-reactive n-dodecane spray process was modelled. In Figure 7 the liquid and vapour fuel penetrations curves are shown for two spray cases, where a good agreement to the experimental data is visible. However, in modelling case ndodecane_1100K_0%O2 at later stages the vapour penetration is slightly underestimated. The reason for such behaviour, also noticed in modelling of the n-heptane case, may be addressed to the overestimated breakup mechanism, and consequently to the overrated dispersion of the vapour fuel in the radial direction. In addition, it should be mentioned that all spay sub-model parameters were chosen by modelling the injection of n-heptane fuel (case n-heptane_0%O2) and used in all presented modelling cases. Mie-scattered light images were acquired during the spray quasi-steady period [40] [41]. The first row in Figure 8 shows a comparison of the mixture fraction radial distribution at developed spray state for the two spray cases. The modelled results for case n-dodecane_1100K_0%O2 show a higher mixture concentration in comparison to case n-dodecane_900K_0%O2 which can be addressed to the lower CVV pressure and the higher initial temperature of the gas mixture. In both cases, the vapour mixture is concentrated near the injection axis. The spray spreading is visible in the radial profiles at 45 mm, and it is more pronounced for case n-dodecane_1100K_0%O2 which can be addressed to the lower CVV pressure. Overall, the presented results correspond well to the measured data for all monitoring locations except for 45 mm shown on the right-hand side where a slight underestimation of the radial distribution is visible. This difference may be a consequence of the chosen spray sub-models parameter set that was defined observing the n-heptane case (nheptane_0%O2). The second row in Figure 8 The experimental images are averaged [22] for case n-dodecane_1100K_0%O2 and compared to the modelled results, as shown in Figure 9 . The images were recorded at spray developed state where the viewing area extends from 14.4 mm to 14.1 mm in radial direction, and from 17.8 mm to 51.6 mm in axial direction. On the left-hand side in Figure 9 a transport of vaporised fuel in radial direction is noticeable. This is the result of gas entrainment and turbulent forces acting on the fuel droplets. The upper figure shows a good comparison to the experimental data where the modelled results are placed within the measurement error boundaries. The comparison of temperature fields shows a slightly overestimated gas mixture temperature which is addressed to the underestimated modelled liquid fuel penetration. This may be a result, either of the slightly underestimated evaporation, or of the strong gas entrainment in the droplet covering area. 
N-heptane fuel injection into reactive environment
In this subsection, the modelling results for three reactive n-heptane spray cases are discussed. The main difference between the chosen cases is the initialized oxygen concentration at start of injection, as shown in Table 1 . On the left-hand side of Figure 10 , the comparison of modelled and measured LOL data is shown. Due to the mixing of evaporated fuel and hot environment, the vapour temperature increases and the combustion process occurs. This leads to a rapid temperature rise, and production of chemical species that further react following the rules of the used chemistry mechanism. In general, the comparison to experimental data shows a good agreement, but an underestimation of the LOL can be observed. This may be a consequence of slightly overrated atomisation process, uncertainties in the CVV initial conditions or of the used chemistry mechanism. When the atomisation of the liquid phase is overestimated, the spray Sauter mean diameter is smaller which influences the evaporation rate and the fuel-air mixing. Such behaviour will result in shorter LOL, which was expected based on presented modelling results of the nonreactive sprays. However, the overall LOL trend is correctly described, where a higher oxygen concentrations lead to shorter LOL, which corresponds well to the experimental data. The ID is shown on the right-hand side in Figure 10 , where the given results show a good agreement to the experimental data with slightly overestimated values for spray cases characterized with 15% and 21% oxygen concentration. The developed method and defined numerical setup reflect the physically correct behaviour, where the earlier occurrence of the combustion process can be addressed to the higher oxygen concentration. In this part of research the developed method was employed for modelling reactive spray processes where liquid n-dodecane fuel was injected into the pressurized CVV. The main differences compared to the modelled n-heptane spray cases are the injector design and the CVV initial conditions, as shown in Table 1 . In Figure 11 the comparison of modelled and measured vapour penetration data is shown. Initially, the modelled vaporised fuel follows the measured penetration curve. At approximately 20 mm in axial direction and 0.35 ms after SOI the fuel vapour is completely consumed. At this point another species must be tracked to record the vapour cloud development. For that reason, the OH radical species was tracked. In Figure 11 black stars represent the modelled OH radical penetration for three different time frames (1, 2 and 3 ms after SOI), and a very good agreement to the experimental data can be observed. The modelled LOL for the n-dodecane spray case is 10, 8 and 7 mm at 0.3, 0.5 ms and at the developed state, respectively. This corresponds well to the experimentally measured LOL in the developed state (7.6 mm). However, the modelled ID time is too long, since the combustion process is initially recorded at 0.2 ms after SOI, while the measured value is 0.11 ms. Such behaviour was expected based on our previous observations of non-reactive spray modelling and it can be explained by the same conclusions. Figure 12 Comparison of combustion process for n-dodecane_15%O2 Figure 12 shows the pressure rise where an almost linear trend is noticeable with a slight inclination at 0.2 ms after SOI. On the right axis the modelled ROHR is compared to the experimental data. The oscillatory behaviour of the modelled ROHR was averaged for better visibility, and a good comparison to the experimental data can be observed. The ROHR rapidly increases during the initial stage of the combustion process (0.2 ms after SOI) until the flame reaches the fully developed state (around 1 ms after SOI).
Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to demonstrate a new method for computational modelling of mixture formation in non-reactive and reactive turbulent flows. This method combines the EE size-ofclasses model together with the detailed chemistry kinetics. To check the method plausibility a reactor case was modelled, and a reasonable behaviour of the developed method is shown.
For method validation, several spray cases with different combustion parameters such as CVV initial conditions, injected mass, fuel type, etc. were modelled. Initially, the spray model coefficients were adjusted by modelling the non-reactive spray process. The same coefficients are later used for the reactive spray modelling. In the result analysis, the mixture distribution and fuel penetration were compared to available experimental data. The method successfully captured the influence of the nozzle diameter, fuel inlet conditions and CVV thermodynamic state on the overall spray development.
Additionally, several reactive spray cases were modelled and a good behaviour of the developed method was observed. The increase of ambient oxygen resulted in decrease of LOL and ID values, which corresponds well to the experimental observations. A slight underestimation of LOL and an overestimation of ID values was noticed, which can be improved through slight parameterization of the sub-model coefficients. However, the overall spray characteristics, global LOL and ID trends were described correctly. Also, the ROHR and pressure change due to the combustion process were found to be in good agreement to the available experimental data.
Based on the performed research it can be stated that the use of the developed method is reasonable for modelling of non-reactive liquid fuel injection. Furthermore, the presented method can be used for modelling of reactive sprays by employing detailed chemistry kinetics. However, a slight parameterization of the spray sub-model coefficients and research of the chemistry mechanisms is recommended. The presented method provides a reliable description of the spray process in the dense spray region which makes it useful for modelling the processes in the near nozzle region.
The computational effort depends on the number of Eulerian classes, the domain discretisation level and the applied chemistry mechanism.
